THE SECRET TO AN ACCELERATED BRANDING PROCESS

The secret to
an accelerated
branding process
i

Why you should invest in your
brand, and why you shouldn’t
take years to do it
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Introduction
Why your brand matters
“Brand” is a word that’s thrown around a lot. Some
think it’s a set of logos and colors. Others think it’s
the messages you share in marketing campaigns. While
these are components of a brand, we believe your brand
is much more. It’s the transformative idea that sets you
apart from your competitors, and it’s the best way to
safeguard the future of your company.
In the following pages, we’ll unpack why a unique
brand matters, how to know if your brand needs work,
and the essential things you need to think about to
conduct an effective branding process. Enjoy!
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Leaving A Lasting Memory
A company is only as important as the memory it creates in its
customer’s minds. That memory is the essence of your brand.
Branding is the discipline of curating that memory.

Unique Memories Create Loyalty
Think about the great brands like Disney or Harley Davidson. Disney makes us feel like
magic is possible. Harley Davidson makes us feel free, even if we only ride a motorcycle
80 miles a year. We remember how these brands make us feel long after we’ve interacted
with them. They’ll be with us when we’re ready to make our next purchase. This is the
benefit of curating a lasting memory.

What’s At Stake If You Do Nothing
Every brand leaves a memory, whether intentional or not. If your company leaves that
memory to chance, you may be known for customer service, you’ll likely even win some
deals, but you won’t build a long-term competitive advantage. You’ll be just another
option to choose from.
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How A Unique Brand Safeguards
A Company’s Future
freedom from price competition
Great brands no longer have to compete on price. They can charge a premium.
Clorox bleach is the best example. They charge twice as much as generics despite
being the exact same product.

Alignment
By aligning your entire team around what makes you unique, you’ll be able to
think through how to bring that uniqueness to life in your day-to-day work.

Clear Direction in a Rapidly Changing Marketplace
We live in an age of disruption. Technology is changing every day. Service lines that are
here today may disappear tomorrow. A unique brand sets an organizational direction not
based on chasing the latest sale or innovation.

Category Redefinition
The best branding redefines the ground rules for your category. Think about how Starbucks
redefined the coffee experience or Airbnb redefined travel by allowing you to escape the hotel.
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External Input Is Essential
You’re too close to your business to think
clearly about your brand.
You need outside input. Ideally, you’ll hire an outside firm to help with your
brand development. You should also have extensive conversations with those
who love you most, your most loyal. You need to know why they love you.
If you’re taking the project on internally, at least do the interviews. Outside
input will expand your perspective and bring new ideas to light.
Now, you might be feeling that it’s a bit disingenuous for a branding agency
to suggest you hire an outside firm. We get it. But we believe this to our
core. In fact, each time we’ve made a major investment in our brand, we’ve
brought in outside help.
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How to Know If
(AND WHEN) You
Need BRAND HELP
A Branding project is a big undertaking.
Ask these questions to figure out if you
need to take one on.
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Can You Answer These three questions ?

1

2

3

What is the Memory that
Your Company Leaves in the
minds of its customers?

If you asked your TEAM what
your company does, how many
answers would you get?

Are You confident your
company could succeed even
if your leading talent left?

Unless you can answer this question
immediately and succinctly, you could
probably spend some time developing
your brand. And remember, your
answer can’t be that you’re the smartest
(everyone’s smart) or that you provide
the best customer service. Those things
aren’t memorable.

It doesn’t matter if you have a good
answer to question 1 if the rest of your
team has different answers to this
question. One of the main goals of a brand
is to create a consistent memory, and
everyone in the company must be on the
same page for that to come to fruition.

It’s difficult to recruit and retain top
talent. We think you should hang on
to them as long as you can. But here’s
the reality: top talent eventually moves
on because they’re ambitious. If your
success is built on their brilliance rather
than a core brand, you are in a bit of
trouble. You guessed it—time for a
branding process!
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Bonus Question
for executives &
Founders:
What do you want your
legacy to be, and are you on
course to achieve it?
Some people start and build companies for
the money. That’s fine. But we think those
people are in the minority.
There’s a powerful fire burning inside of
most entrepreneurs. You’re trying to create
something meaningful, leave a legacy.
Otherwise, what reward would we get from
endless hours of toil? You may as well go
work for someone else.

Are you thinking about what’s driving you? Good.
Now think about your team. How many of them have that same
deep drive, that motivation? Maybe you can count a few people. But
the hard truth is that the majority of your team are working because
they want to do a job. Sure, they want to work hard. And they’re
incredibly talented. But they are still just doing a job. They don’t
have a legacy in mind … let alone yours.
You must bridge that chasm to achieve your legacy. All of your
business needs to operate in service of that legacy, otherwise it will
become a profit-driven machine that will ultimately cave on its
principles in order to get that extra percentage or two of margin. A
strong brand that’s built around the legacy you’re trying to leave
will protect you from that.
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Speed Is of
the essence
Gone are the days of the 18-24
month branding process.
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The typical branding
process lasts anywhere
from 12-24 months
Oof.
There’s no reason for a branding process to last that long, though.
At A Brave New, we’re convinced that it’s better if it doesn’t. Every
brand project we undertake is between 6-8 months from start to
finish.
Now, some branding experts might call us crazy for breaking with
norms, but we’re pragmatists (we do follow a structured branding
model, don’t worry). The world has changed in such a way that the
longer process can no longer be justified. Most businesses can’t
afford to take two years to identify their competitive edge. Also, we
think the shorter process just makes sense.
Let’s unpack this.
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IN 24 MONTHS YOUR
COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
WILL HAVE CHANGED
Every brand must be built for the long-term.
A solid brand should stand the test of time for 15-20 years, or longer. Your
brand essence, that memory that makes your company unique, should be
true as long as you are in business, even though technology will have entirely
changed by next year.
So, if this is true, then why does it matter if you take 24 months to develop
your brand? Well, there’s a real opportunistic factor to consider as well.
Any effective branding agency will take time to thoroughly analyze your
competition and identify opportunities for differentiation. They’ll also look
for where you can leapfrog in front of your competition. But, in today’s
world, if you take 24 months to act, those potential areas of advantage will
be gone. Speed is more important than ever before. The good news is, speed
doesn’t mean a bad process.
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GET 80 OF THE VALUE IN
less than half THE TIME
A longer branding process might include half a year for research and
competitive analysis, then six months to develop initial concepts, and
another extended period to finalize the brand identity and develop a visual
identity to match.

By embracing an approach that emphasizes
qualitative research, workshops, and an
iterative approach, we’re able to check the boxes of research,
competitive analysis, concept development, brand identity finalization, and
visual identity development in around six months.
We use a workshop-driven process to create a brand identity that is pretty
damn good and then put it out in the world for real people to interact with.
We fine tune in real time. Which leads us to the next point.
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TESTING IN THE REAL
WORLD LEADS TO REAL
ITERATION
The ultimate success of your brand, no
matter how hard you’ve worked on it, will be
decided by your customers and prospects.
An accelerated yet thoughtful process starts that feedback loop far sooner and
at a much lower price point.
Once your brand is in the real world, people are going to tell you what they
love about it, what they hate about it, and what is just “meh.” In the first
months following launch, it’s your job to sharpen the strong points of the
brand and change the areas that people aren’t inspired by until they drive real
interest and excitement.
It’s ok to evolve how you’re sharing the brand to the world based on feedback.
Just make sure it builds on the essence that you decided on.
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Branding Takes Energy
The final thing that we love about the shorter process is that it means
you have some energy left over for implementation, including the
iteration mentioned above. Typically it takes 18 months to 3 years of
hard work to successfully implement a brand. And unlike the brand
development process, this step can’t be shortened. It just takes time
for people to internalize the essence of a brand.
This process takes some discipline. It requires relentless repetition
of key messages. It requires avoiding the distraction of a shiny new
campaign. It requires always asking whether the content you’re
releasing or the new service you’re launching matches up with the
essence. It’s hard work.
Our experience has been that getting through the brand development
process quickly means that the team responsible for implementing the
brand will still have energy to do this hard work.

And a motivated team will be key to your
long-term success.
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what does an accelerated process
look like (a timeline)?
Every company and branding process is a little different, but from a high level,
here’s what an accelerated timeline usually looks like:

month 1

month 2

month 3

month 4

month 5

month 6

research
Interviews and industry analysis

identity
Development of essence, promise, value prop, and personality & relational construct

platform
Development of visual and messaging systems

implementation
Initial launch, ongoing optimization

We’ll explore these phases a bit deeper in the next section. read on!
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Key ingredients
to an accelerated
branding process
If you’re going to complete a branding process
quickly, you also must complete it effectively.
Here’s how we approach it.
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Effective Branding Requires
a Solid Framework
BRAND EXPERIENCE
BRAND CONVEYORS
BRAND DRIVERS

ORGANIZATIONAL
DRIVERS

touch points/on-ramps
relationships
constituent engagement
logo
taglines
advertising
brand essence
brand promise
value proposition
personality
relational construct
mission
vision
values

Intro to Integrated Branding
At A Brave New, we utilize a version of the integrated branding
method. This method was made popular by the 1999 book
Integrated Branding by F. Joseph LePla and Lyn Parker.
1999 may seem ancient, but the principles are still true.
We’re not going to focus here on the organizational drivers,
brand conveyors, or brand experience. You’re probably already
familiar with all of those. Let’s dive deeper into the brand drivers.
Brand drivers are key. They make your business unique. They
make you stand out from the crowd. For example, if you own a
sandwich shop, they describe why your sandwich shop is different
from every other sandwich shop. They will allow you to charge
more for your product.
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Let’s walk through each component:
Essence: Your essence is the connecting thread pulling

Value Proposition: Your value proposition

together everything that you do. This is the main
memory that you want to leave people with every time
you interact with them. For Disney it’s “magic,” for
Harley Davidson it’s “freedom.”

is the unique value that you provide to your
customers.

Promise: What promise can you make and keep to your

Personality & Relational Construct:
What would your brand be like if it was a
person? How does it relate to people?

customers every time they interact with you?

There are many other frameworks out there
with merit. The point is simply that you need
to choose one. Don’t create the framework as
you build the brand. It’s a recipe for disaster.
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Effective Branding Requires
(Just Enough) Research
Research is always the most
tempting part of a project
to skip.
To many it feels like three steps backwards before
moving forward. They’re wrong. Gathering input
from real people (because your brand exists in their
minds) and the competitive landscape (because
there are real opportunities to exploit) is the most
important part of the branding process. This
expands your thinking beyond your existing thought
patterns. Check out our podcast interview with
expert researcher Felicity Moore to learn more.
Don’t worry though. You can do just enough
research and create a great brand. The three
elements to the right are the key components we’ll
never sacrifice on in the process. And, special bonus,
if you want to read a great book about research,
check out Just Enough Research by Erika Hall.

Internal Interviews
Internal interviews focus on asking key team members their impressions
about the brand, strengths and weaknesses, and more. This research step will
help you understand how much work you have to do to bring the team into
alignment. It will also begin to build buy-in for implementation.

In-Depth Customer InterviewS
During the in-depth customer interview phase, we recommend talking to the
customers who love you most. After all, our goal with the brand is to attract
more people like them. Focus this interview on understanding why they
chose to work with you, and why they continue to.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
You also need to evaluate what opportunities exist among your competition.
Take a look at each major player to understand what services they’re offering,
what their growth strategy appears to be, what their value proposition is, and
even a bit of their messaging. Use this information to identify gaps in the
market that you can exploit with your new brand.
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Effective BrandinG Requires More
than Just a Marketing Focus
Your brand process must
focus not just on building
assets that can shine in
sales and marketing efforts.
An effective brand must infiltrate everything that
your company does—from how you build your
internal culture, to how you design your services,
to even your accounting processes. Your team will
be the champions of your brand, and they need a
solid guide to living it out in every aspect of their
work on a day-to-day basis.

Here are a few examples of how that could play out:

Service Design & delivery

Sales

Every new service you create and every
service you deliver should be evaluated
within the lens of your brand.
Customers should be able to grasp
what makes you unique in an instant.

You should review your sales process to
ensure it aligns with the overall brand
approach. Consider building some simple
tools like talking points, question guides, and
more to help keep your team on brand as they
develop presentations, run meetings, etc.

Marketing
All marketing efforts going forward
should be run through a simple set of
questions called a brand filter to make
sure they convey the essence of your
brand and fulfill your brand promise.

Culture
Think through with your leadership and
HR teams what distinct elements of your
brand you want to pull into your culture
and hiring process, then make a plan and
implement it.
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Effective Branding Requires The
right amount of Aspiration
Any good brand needs to be achievable by the
company that’s living it out.
We recommend doing that by mixing a dose of both reality and expansive thinking.
Here are the ratios we recommend:

50% Who you are

50% Who you want to be

100% Commitment

Half of your brand should be made
up of the greatest things about your
company in the current moment.
You’ll uncover these in your
interviews with customers, maybe
you even know some of them
already.

The other half of your brand should
push you to be a better version of
yourself. This should be where you
allow yourself to think big and dream
about what you could be. These
bits of inspiration will push your
company forward in even the most
challenging days.

Whatever brand you develop, you need
to demonstrate 100% commitment to
it. We’re talking about a laser focus
on repeating key messages over and
over, even when you get bored by them.
When that starts happening, you’ll
know that your customers might be
starting to absorb it.
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Effective BrandinG
Requires Implementation
Content Strategy as implementation
An organizational content strategy is the best way to ensure that your
brand is implemented. This process will help you translate the high
concept ideas from the brand into actual marketing messages and
communication plans across your business. It will also help you with the
change management you’ll need to guide your team through the process.
We use Brain Traffic’s content strategy quad to guide our content strategy
development.

Ongoing Editorial Planning
Once you’ve created a content strategy, you’ll need to run monthly editorial
planning meetings to ensure you stay on track. This process provides the
necessary elements of discipline and accountability to ensure your team
stays on message with the new brand rather than being distracted by
running some fancy new marketing message.

Stick with it for 3 Years
No brand project is effective without implementation. One of the primary
benefits from doing a shortened 6-month branding process is that you will
still have energy for the required 18 months to 3 years of implementation.
This effort can’t be shortened and will require discipline so that your brand
can start to take hold in the minds of your customers.
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Conclusion
It turns out all of us are in the memory business.
The business of creating a memorable brand.
We would go so far as to say that discovering the unique memory
(the essence of your brand) you want to create—curate is actually
probably a better word, because again we can’t control people’s minds—
is the best way to safeguard the future of your company.
If you’re looking to create a great brand, we’ve covered why you need to work quickly
(in around 6 months) and the principles that you need to follow:

1 Having a solid framework
2 Conducting just enough research
3 Focusing on more than just marketing
4 Including the right amount of aspiration
5 And leaving energy to focus on implementation
These principles will get you started if you decide to take on the project yourself.
If you’d rather work with a firm that can help you turn accelerated brand aspirations
into reality, we’d love to talk.

Contact Us

